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trying it and then turning it off. I generally mistrust de-essers it
must be said, be they hardware or software based, and usually
resort to manual volume corrections in my DAW for greater
transparency and control.
The EQ/Tube Saturation section is easy to like. The two
overlapping midrange bands taking care of general tone
shaping duties, while the ‘Air’ band gives an effect similar in
quality to Aphex’s Aural Exciter. Too much fizz is obviously
not a good thing but when used with care it’s pretty cool –
especially on percussion instruments and occasional vocals.
The lack of Q control on the midrange EQs is a bit limiting,
and it would have been nice to see a dedicated bass band, but
overall I didn’t find this set-up too restrictive as I’ve always
liked the old fashioned ‘bass and treble’ style EQs anyway, and
the fixed Qs seem well judged.
The Tube Saturation effect is an interesting one. I’ve used a lot
of these circuits from different companies over the years and
I’m still looking for one that really stands out from the crowd.
The SPL version is pretty good I must say, a little gives you that
subtle hint of harmonic saturation and a lot gives you a more
noticeable top end bleed with some pleasing bass enhancement
thrown in. I actually used this effect mainly to enhance lowend material and thicken up the odd vocal. The way to get
the saturation really kicking through the unit is to engage the
+15dB button in the mic preamp section, and then ramp up
gain via the pre and the compressor’s make-up gain section. The
effect can get pretty outrageous, and in a real rock ‘n’ roll kind
of way too – perfect for more aggressive mixing effects among
other things. Like the Air band EQ, a little of this can go a long
way in general use so don’t expect it to be the ‘distortion knob’
of your dreams. It’s mainly there to augment the distortion
options you’ve already got.
The Frontliner’s metering really deserves special mention
here too as it adds a definite touch of class to an already wellendowed unit. The VU meter is big, looks great and allows you
to observe your signals in a variety of ways – very nice indeed.
Oh, and did I mention you can custom order the 2800 with
Lundahl input and output transformers if you want more ‘iron’
in your sound?
NITTY GRITTY EXAMPLES
Rather than go on and on in general terms about the Frontliner,
I thought I’d give you some examples of where, from my
perspective, the unit did its best work:

As a front-end for various singers through Neumann,
Sennheiser and Bees Neez mics: high marks for the pre and
compressor. Some subtle EQ tweaks helped deliver transparent,
smooth results every time.

As a bass D.I.: more transparent and perhaps a little less
funky than my UA 6176. Very useable straight off the bat
with tone sculpting options galore!
As a room mic source via an Audio-Technica active
ribbon mic: a little bit of gentle compression, a bit of
cut in the Air band and a bit of low-mid lift; very nice, not
too noisy.
As a mix signal path for double bass: great for controlling
the dynamics and adding presence with the high-mid
band EQ. A little bit of tube saturation also solidified the
tone and glued the sound together nicely.
As a drum overhead source via a Neumann U87
mic: good solid tone, again the gentle settings on the
compressor kept things nicely in check in louder sections.
As a mix signal path for a rather bright vocal recorded
elsewhere: EQ helped control the brightness and I was
able to slowly but surely transform this vocal from a hard,
bright condenser sound into something more rounded
and, dare I say it, ‘retro’ sounding. The tube saturation also
came very in handy here.
As a top snare source via a Shure SM58 mic: lots of clean
tone and the ability to control dynamics and overtones
worked well.
I could go on but you get the picture. The Frontliner is a
very nice piece of kit. It covers a lot of ground in terms of
sonic creativity with the most important things like the
mic pre and compressor sections done right. By the time it
was whisked away by the higher powers at AT I’d decided
the Frontliner was indeed a great box that could do a lot of
things extremely well and I missed it almost immediately.
(Damn. why don’t they give me more crap stuff to review
so I don’t grow fond of it!). The 2800 has the flexibility to
be a multiple tracking and mixing tool while remaining
relatively straight-forward to use and, apart from a few
minor gripes like the rear-mounted power switch and
confusing legending, the unit is very well designed and
presented. I never really doubted the Frontliner in my
time with it, and having now mixed a diverse bunch
of stuff that I’d tracked with it I’m very happy with the
results. If you’re in the market for a quality front-end
channel strip the SPL 2800 Frontliner should definitely be
on your audition list.
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Pros
Very good sound quality.
Offers great flexibility and
versatility.
Tasty tone shaping options.
Comprehensive metering.
Custom I/O options available.
Cons
De-esser not so flash.
No dedicated bottom-end EQ.
Some controls hidden around
the back.
Runs hot.

when you need to track drums
With a great selection of mics thru Classic valve preamps and RME converters.

mix or master

real piano
Superb recording Yamaha GC1A 5’3” Grand Piano.

With the latest Apple Mac Pro’s, the best outboard
and plug-ins available and monitoring by EMES.

Summary
The Frontliner 2800 is a tasty
unit with an excellent mic pre,
sweet compressor plus scads
of tone shaping options. It has
the flexibility to be split into
independent modules via rear
patching or sub-grouped via
a nifty internal router, but if
you want to make full use of
the individual modules, get
the soldering iron ready for a
mega patchbay session! The
VU meter is fantastic, the
Tube Saturation effect is cool
and extra A/D converter and
I/O transformer options can
make this into one hefty box
of tricks.

vocals with a producer
Using a combination such as the SE Gemini MKII dual valve mic
with a Focusrite Liquid Pre and a Producer such as Trevor Carter.
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